
Date in Foster Home

12/11/2022

Hound Information

Registered Name

L's Bonna

Call Name

Bonna

Date of Birth

03/27/2018

Gender

Female

Color

Brindle

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

First day of the month-Interceptor



Comes When Called

Yes

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

Verbally telling her "no, off, stop," etc. Redirecting her attention.

Small Dog Safe

Not Sure

Comments (Small Dog)

I haven't seen her with small dogs yet.

Cat Safe

Yes



Comments (Cat Safe)

Tested safe per website.

Good With Young Children

Not Sure

Comments (Young Children)

I haven't seen her with young children yet. She is learning not to jump on people, but I would be

cautious to make sure she doesn't jump on young children.

Turn Out Routine

First thing in the morning, last thing at night before going to bed, whenever we come home, and in

between if she "asks" to go out by going to the back door.

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

Leaves trash can alone.

Stairs

Only does 2 or 3 on her own at this point.

Floors

Fine on all floors.



Counters

She has thought about jumping up and grabbing food off the counter, but has been corrected

before going through with it.

When is the hound crated?

● 8 Hour Work Day

How does the hound handle being crated?

She is fine with being crated.

What does the hound enjoy?

Stuffed toys, Benebones, walks, attention, pets and affection.

Does the hound have any fears?

Not that I've seen. Not sure if she is afraid or just stubborn, but I haven't gotten her to jump up into

the back of my vehicle yet.

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

Outgoing, confident, busy, wanting to be in the center of the action.

How does the hound handle new situations?

She usually handles new situations pretty well. She was slightly nervous when she first came into

our home--didn't eat at first and was a little unsure as it was all new--but seems able to adapt

quickly and is pretty confident in new situations from what I have seen.



What type of food are you currently using?

Diamond Naturals Beef Meal & Rice

Amount of AM feeding

1 1/4 cups (will increase if needed after she loses a little weight)

Amount of PM feeding

1 1/4 cups (will increase if needed once she loses a little weight)


